
GET INVOLVED
Our hybrid-event is THE
chance for startups to get
and stay in touch with
some excellent students,
the best investors for your
projects and other
inspiring founders on
their way to skyrocket-

success.

We offer a wide range of
insights regarding
disruptive innovations
alongside providing
public stages where you
can advertise your

brand.

Hop on the train
and join us on our
ride through the
world of the most
intriguing startups.

Make sure to not
miss your
networking

opportunities to get
connected with the
right people.

SPEAKERS

Dinesh Moorjani
Tinder Co-Founder

Conny Boersch
Super Angel Investor

Tania Moser
CEO Pets Deli

KEY FACTS

Due to the current situation with Covid-19, we are initially planning a hybrid system, where as many speakers and
attendees as possible will be on-site at the campus. In addition, we will also offer participants and speakers the
possibility to join the congress virtually. Our top priority, however, is to adhere to all measures and regulations to

ensure a safe and exceptional congress.

Hybrid SystemHybrid System

The EBSpreneurship Forum is one of the largest solely student-organized entrepreneurship congresses in Europe. Every Year 600-700 students,
prospective and experienced founders, investors, and professionals gather on the campus of the EBS University for Business and Law, in Oestrich-
Winkel. This Year´s congress will be centered around the theme “Be where Innovation is born”, focusing on the subjects Fin-Tech, Health (Covid-19),
Diversity, and Emerging Technologies. We will be hosting enlightening speeches, from speakers, such as Dinesh Moorjani (Co-Founder of Tinder), or
Conny Boersch (Co-Founder of Mountain Partners & Super Angel Investor). As well as special panel discussions focusing on important topics around
the entrepreneurial sector. Furthermore, we will be offering unique networking opportunities for students and corporates to get in touch. At our
“Carreer Fair” young professionals will be given the opportunity to talk to and apply for interviews with corporates. Also, we will be enabling founders
to pitch their idea or their start-up to investors on our pitch stage, giving them the possibility to collect valuable advice, connect and get the chance
to work closely with investors.
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This year the EBSpreneurship Forum will be taking place on the 24th and 25th of
September on the EBS University Campus, Rheingaustraße 1, in 65375 Oestrich-Winkel.

For further info, please contact us via Info@ebspreneurship.de .

Don't let the pandemic stop you and join the EBSpreneurship Forum!
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Be where innovation is born


